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KURZFASSUNG: Optimale Selbstregelung des Zellstoffwechsels. Der Stoffwechsel wird als 
harmonisches System yon im Raum organisierten und in der Zeit koordinierten Reaktionen 
betrachtet. Ein solches System besitzt Eigenscha~en, die fiir das System als ganzes charakteri- 
stisch sind, £iir eine einzelne Reaktion abet nicht zutreffen. Die biologischen Objekte sind als 
geregelte physikalisch-chemische Systeme zu betrachten, bei denen die .Geschwindigkeits- 
konstanten" der am Metabolismus teilnehmenden Reaktionen direkt yon der Enzymaktivit~it 
abh~ngen. Wenn sich die Enzymaktivit~it ver~indert, ~indert sich gleichzeitig die .Kontrolle" 
des Systems. Es wird das normale Optimum, auf welches sich der StoffwechseI einer Zelle 
einstellt, bestimmt; ferner werden die Gteichungen fiir Reaktionen angegeben, welche die 
,,Kontrolle" des Systems so durchffihren, daft das Optimum erreicht wird. Biologische Systeme 
sind selbstregelnde Systeme. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The present work is an attempt to elaborate on a more general view of cell 
metabolism, i. e. on its energetics and on the regulation of energy flow within the cell. 
Cell metabolism is treated as a harmonious system of reactions rigidly organized in 
space and co-ordinated in time, possessing certain special qualities characteristic of it 
as a whole and not inherent to any single reaction, This investigation is based on the 
fact, that the cell is an open irreversible system, which incessantly exchanges mass and 
energy with the surrounding medium. In the treatment of the thermodynamics of irre- 
versible processes, one has to bear in mind the kinetics of the system of biochemical 
reactions, considered as an self-regulatory system, the control of which is described by 
the equations of dynamic programming (BELLMAN 1957) and the maximum principle 
(PoNTI~JAOIN et al. 1961, ROSONOE• 1961). Before entering into the problem con- 
sidered it will be helpful to clarify the approach to be used, 

Let us imagine that the evolution of a physico-chemical system is given by the 

following equations: 

dxl dt kllXl -1- kl~x2 + . klnx n + fl(t ) = dixl 4 dext 
. . . .  d t "  dt 

dx2 dix~ ~ dex~ 
d--~= k21xl + kzzx~ ÷ . . .k2nxn + f2(t) = - - ~ t - =  dt (1) 

dxn dixn . CleX~ 
d~-= k~lxl + k~.2x2 + . . .  k,~,~x,~ + f~dt) =-)7--~ clt 
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where xfft), x.a(t) . . . . .  x~(t)  are the concentrations of the substances taking part in 
the reactions. 

dexl  dex2 dex~ 
h(t)-  dt;  h(t)=-27-; f~(t)= dt 

are the velocities with which the corresponding substances exchange with the surround- 
ing medium, and kll, k 1 2 , . . .  ,k~n are the velocity constants of reactions that are 
taking place. 

We can write down the system as: 
dxi__. 
d - 7 -  k (xl,  x~ . . . . .  x,,, t) (5 = l ,  2 . . . . .  . )  (23 

Let us imagine further that the velocity constants of the system (1) cease to be 
constant and that we are able, within definite limits, to change them arbitrarily (for 
example, by adding or withdrawing a catalyst). In this case, they will turn into con- 
trolling parameters of the physico-chemicai system (1) which, in this way, becomes a 
controlled object. The dependences (2) will be as follows: 

dx___! = 
dt  fJ (xl' x2 . . . . .  xn, kll, hi2 . . . . .  knn, t) (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) (3) 

Since the controlling parameters kn, k12 . . . . .  k~2n are always limited in practice, they 
are performed for the inequalities 

(k~j) < M# (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n; j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) (4) 

In the case we are able to vary the controlling parameters arbitrarily the question 
appears of how to choose these controls in order to achieve an aim that has been set 
forth in advance; it can be a maximal quantity of chemical production, minimal time 
of the reactionary processes, etc. The existence of the limitations (4) with the con- 
trolling parameters make it impossible to solve these problems by means of the classical 
variational principles. Insuperable difficulties in the case of their application has led to 
development of the powerful modern methods of the optimal regulation based on 
BELLMAN'S principle of dynamic programming and PONTRJAGIN'S principle of maxi- 
mum. They enable us (after having found the functionaP of the system that corre- 
sponds to the set forth in advance and having taken into consideration (3) and (4)) 
to determine the controlling parameters km kt_9 . . . . .  k ~  as functions of the concen- 
trations xl, x2 . . . . .  xn specifying the state of the system: 

k~ = k ,  ( ~ ,  o:2 . . . . .  ~ . )  (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  ~; ) = l ,  2 . . . . .  n) (5) 

This means that if we can measure with appropriate apparatuses the concen- 
trations of the reacting substances xl ,  x 2 , . .  • ,  x,~ in every moment t and if we have at 
our disposal effective mechanisms to change the controlling parameters kll , k12 . . . . .  knn 
thus modelling the functions (5), then the system described in (3) will be optimized 
according to the stated functional. With different functionals corresponding to differ- 

The conventional analysis deals with the minimization or maximization of function 
of n variables P (xl,  x¢ . . . .  x~) while in the calculus of variations the problems contain 
functions of functions. To denote the scalar magnitude which depends on the functions, the 
term "functional" is used. The functional is a rule under which to a given number corresponds 
a function or a multitude of functions. 
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ent aims, the functions (5) will be different, and this wilt lead to different structures 
of the modelling effective mechanisms worked out in such a way as the use of a control 
of the system would compel. 

In biological objects with normal cell metabolism 
xi(t), x.~(t) . . . . .  xn(t) are all metabolites taking part in it, and 
k1i, k l ~ , . . . ,  kij  . . . . .  k ~  are the velocity constants of the corresponding 
reactions. If we denote each separate reaction with a serial number ~, we will 
have kl, k2 . . . . .  k~  . . . . .  k~ as 
kn = kl; k~ = k.~; ki~" = ko; kn,, = kk. 

With the cell metabolism the velocity constants depend directly on enzyme activities. 
Since the latter enzymes change, these velocity constants cease to be constant, and 
they turn into controlling parameters, the network of the metabolism itself turning 
into a controlling object. Furthermore, the relations (4) do not only exist as a result 
of the fact that the velocities of the reactions cannot be infinitive, but they become 
complicated to a considerable degree, since in all pathways of the metabolism a 
definite number of enzymes play the role of specific regulators, which control the 
relative and absolute velocities. Thus among the regulatory parameters /eli, ~ e l 2 , . . . ,  

/e~,~ exist I in number relations g/, which reflect the relations among the velocities of 
the metabolic processes: 

~P[3 (kn(t),/el.9(t) . . . . .  k,~n(t)) <= 0 (fl = 1, 2 . . . . .  I) (6) 

Let us imagine that we have found the normal natural functional which is opti- 
mized by the control of the metabolic network (we discern it from the functionals 
that are being optimized in some pathological states and with the specialized cells). 
Knowing the functional and the equations (4) and (6), we can find the relations 

k~ =/e~j (x~, x~ . . . . .  x,) (7) 
for the normal cell metabolism. 

It was pointed out above that, knowing these functions (5), we can easily con- 
struct measuring instruments and effective mechanisms so that the controtled objects 
will be optimized. In its evolution nature has built up analogues of similar instruments 
and effectory mechanisms in biological objects. These are the enzymes whose activity 
is controlled by steric and allosteric effects or, in other words, the controlling para- 
meters kv, k l e , . . . ,  k .... of the system change under the influence of the metabolites 
xl, x~ , . . . ,  x,~ taking part in the metabolism. Nature has created the enzymic apparatus 
of metabolism so that it would prove to model the functions (7). Since the metabolites 
x b  x2 • • • xr~ themselves regulate the parameters k~l, kl~, • . . ,  knn the biological systems 
are self-controlling or self-regulatory systems. 

AN ATTEMPT TO FIND THE NORMAL FUNCTIONAL OF THE 
NETWORK OF THE METABOLIC PROCESSES 

We shall start by defining the network of cellular metabolic processes in a thermo- 
dynamical aspect. (1) The elements of the network a r e :  x l ( t ) ,  x2(t) . . . . . .  xn ( t ) ,  inter- 
mediary and exchanging products, taking part in the metabolic reactions where xj( t )  
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is the concentration of the j-metabolite in time t. (2) Two elements of the network - -  
a predecessor and a product of the Q-chemical reaction - wilt be denoted here a link 
in the network of metabolic processes. (3) Several links from the network of metabolic 
processes form a chain of reactions. (4) Every intermediary product, which is, in 
several metabolic processes, the initial substance, and, in others, the final one, takes 
part simultaneously in more than one chain; it will be denoted the node of the network 
of metabolic processes. 

Let us assume that to every dement of the network corresponds a chemical 
potential #~, which has a definite value for a given substance and characterizes the free 
energy of one mote of the given substance. 

Every node p of the network of metabolic processes, limited by two elements of 
the network with chemical potentials #l and/~,  is characterized by a chemical affinity 
A& This latter is the motive force which causes the ~-elementary reaction to take 
place, and is equal to the difference between the chemical potentials/~l and ,u2 of the 
substances, taking part in the reaction with a stechiometric coefficient "one". The 
chemical affinity is characterized by the free energy released during the reaction. 
Every link of the network of the metabolic processes is characterized not only by the 
chemical affinity, but also by the velocity v~ of the reaction taking place. 

We shall now deal with two of the characteristic peculiarities of living systems, 
which will enable us to find the normal natural functional of cell metabolism. - The 
first peculiarity is the existence of conjugated reactions (K~Bs & KORNBERG 1957). 
By this term we denote those reactions which have a direction opposite to their own 
affinity and which are always realized with an increase of free energy. It  is through 
them that the organisms synthesizes different chemical substances like ATP, creatine 
phosphate, proteins, lipids, etc. 

The production of an inner entropy in an irreversible system, where k reactions 
take place, depends on their intensity and is given by the expression (PRmoGm~ 
1955) 

k n 6G dix i 
T&S _ 2; A~vo - 5: (8) 

dt ~o=1 j=  l c~xJ dt 

If in equation (8) we let the common destructive reactions of the biological oxidation 
marked with the indices 1 to m and the conjugated reactions with the indices m + 1 
to k grow, the entropy of the system will always decrease (in the conjugated reactions 
A~ and v e are of opposite sign) and we shall get: 

diS rn k dG1 dG~ 
- -  Z A O vQ - -  ~Y A O v ~  = - -  ~ + d ~  (9) 

T d t  0 = 1  o = r n q -  1 

The quantity of free energy G (GIBB'S potential) is determined by the state 
parameters. At constant temperature and pressure (T = const, and p = const.), the 
independent state variables are momentary concentrations of all intermediary and 
exchanging metabolites. It  follows from equation (9) that the changes of free energy 
(7 [Xl(t), x ~ ( t )  . . . .  X~(t)] for the whole system are due to the difference between G1 
released by the processes of oxidation and G.9 used by the organism through the con- 
jugated reactions. 
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The first thermodynamical principle allows us to find the energetic balances of 
the system, but it cannot demonstrate explicitly thermodynamic processes, since it 
does not convey any information of their realization and of the direction of their 
flow. It  is evident that one and the same increase of the inner energy corresponds to a 
strictly fixed difference between heat consumed and work performed; however, the 
first principle of thermodynamics is not able to give the distribution of the energy 
between those two processes. Only the second principle of thermodynamics will give us 
the answer to these questions. In our irreversible system the every second production 

of entropy T di_SS in equation (9) is always higher than zero. Yet it is obvious that 
dt 

this is not sufficient to provide us with the distribution of energetic flows of the con- 
jugated and the destructive reactions in equation (9) for the relation between the 
changes of @1 and G2. An attempt at solving the question can be done by taking into 
account the second characteristic peculiar of the biological systems. 

As was already mentioned the results of a great number of biochemical investi- 
gations show that the reactions, which build up the network of the metabolic pro- 
cesses are c o n t r o 11 e d r e a c t i o n s (CHANCE et al. t960; HOLTZn~ 1963). The 
transmission and conversion of substances and energy rigidly co-ordinated in space 
and time, as well as their transport, accumulation and utilization are unthinkable 
without direct optimal regulation. This is based on a system of feedbacks, which 
realizes a constant exchange of information between the parts of the cell and between 
the cell and the surrounding medium. Through resulting functional organisation every 
disturbance of the steady state of the metabolic processes leads to a new steady state. 

After having discussed these two peculiarities let us find the normal natural 
functional of cell metabolism. I f  we imagine that the system starts from an initial 
state x °, to and terminate its transient process after the time T reaches a steady state, 
in whi& the thermodynamic potential has the value GT. The latter will be a function 
of the variables xl(t), Xg.(t) . . . . .  x~( t ) .  Since their solutions (see Eq. 3) depend on 
n + 1 initial conditions xl °, x2 ° . . . . .  x~ ° and to, then Gr  will also depend on them, 

e. g. GT = Gr  (x °, to). 
Let us single out, on the pathway of the system from x °, T o to x(T),  T several 

points, for example, x°,t0; x',t'; x", t", etc. We can consider each of them as an 
initial state of the system, which is always established in its final steady state with an 
thermodynamicaI potential G~-. We can write that down as 

G~, (x °, to) = GT (x', t') = G (x", t") = const. 

After having omitted the indices and instead of writing GT everywhere, we write 
down G, knowing that G is function of the initial conditions; we can thus write: 

from where 

o r  

G (x, t) = const., 

dG cSG vc~G cSx_ A = 
-dt --  cSt + 76~x--~ dt O, (10) 
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OG ( 53 6G dixj 2; 6G dexj~ 
- . 7 dt + j at } (1i) 

8G dexj OG 
At time t = T and x = x(T), ) ~xj dt = 2") ~ffjxj fj(T) = 6)(T) 

characterizes the change of the free energy, depending directly on the time through 

n 6G d~xj 
the exchange of substances with the surrounding and Z the change 

) = 1 Oxj dt ' 
of the free energy due to the running of the reactions into the system. We shall 
concentrate our attention on this sum, since it is the only one that depends on the 
controlling parameters. 

Let us imagine for a moment that the cell were not able to organize itself func- 
tionally, e. g. the conjugated reactions do not exist and the whole quantity of free 
energy were dissipated as heat, which the organism is not able to use. Then we arrive 
at a merely open irreversible thermodynamic system, where rn reactions take place 
and about which from equation (9) we can put: 

T d~S m dGi _ 6Gi dixj (12) 
- -  Z Aovo~ d t  2; dt ~o=1 ) = 1  cSxj dt 

According to the well-known theorem that the flow of the irreversible processes 
in a thermodynamic system always diminishes the quantity of every second increase 
of entropy (PRIGO~INE 1955), which in the steady state is minimum, it follows from 
equation (11) that: 

c~G1 m' 6G1 dxj 
O t -  rain 2; (13) ) = 1 (Sx~ dt 

which is a trivial expression of the above-mentioned theorem. 
Now let us imagine that the cell has begun functionally to organize itself, e. g. the 

conjugated reactions are starting and developing themselves. Then the useful flow, which 
is zero in equation (12), begins to increase. The system's organization will now become 
directed in such a way that under the concrete conditions this flow could be maximum. 
Thus the transitory process to a new steady state reveals the directiveness of the 
organization to the optimum - the new steady state. When we examine equation (9) 
from this point of view, we recognize that every second production of entropy 
decreases on account of two factors: (1) Decrease of the first sum in equation (9), 
characteristic of every irreversible system according to the theorem reflected in 
equation (13). (2) Increase of the second sum in equation (9), which "takes away" the 
entropy through the conjugated reactions involved in the processes of system organ- 
ization or self-regulation. 

I f  the system were not organized, but possessed conjugated reactions, then under 
the same concrete condition the last sum could assume different values. Thus, the 

diS in steady state T -d r - - -  equation (9), in spite of the minimum of the first sum in 

equation (12), equation (13) would depend on these values and in the general case 
would not become minimum. 
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There can be one single case in which every second production of entropy will 
be minimum - the case, when the second sum in equation (9) will be maximum, which 
is the goal of the whole functional organization of the cell. In this case and this case 
only, taking into consideration equations (8) and (9), we receive 

dis m k n dG di, xj 
= X A ~ v o - -  Z A~v  O = - m i n  27 (14) 

T dt ~ = t  ~ = m + l  j = l  axi dt 

whereas for the common thermodynamic potential of the system G from equations (11) 
and (14) we have: 

~G n c~G dx i 
6 t -  rain Z (15) j = : l  c~xi dt 

The resemblance between equations (13) and (15) is evident and therefore we shall 
draw our attention to their qualitative difference. 

In every open irreversible thermodynamic system the simplest feedba&s can 
function, for instance, due to mass action law and to the velocities of the chemical 
reactions in the system etc. These relations are established with the participation of a 
considerable quantity of masses and energy. However, they have no informational 
character, which is why the systems in which they take place are usually uncontrolled. 
The system for which equations (12) and (13) apply is of this kind. In regulated 
systems flows of energy and substances are controlled by means of very small masses 
and energies; here the feedba&s and the controls bear an informational character. All 
biological systems are of this type. 

In contrast to similar non-living systems, the minimizing of the general thermo- 
dynamic potential G of the discussed system is due mainly to the maximum utilization 
of the energy G., by the organism as a result of its functional organization. Equation 
(15), in contrast to (13), reflects the organizing of the metabolic processes by regulation 
of the conjugation between the energy released by oxidative processes G, and that 
utilized by conjugated reactions G~. Concrete biological experiments are obtained that 
prove the possibility of these flows (SKuLATSCH~V 196t). Equation (15) simultaneously 
takes into consideration the degrees of the thermodynamical potential, which is 
characteristic of every irreversible system according to equations (12) and (13). 

This analysis of equation (15) shows that it is entirely analoguous to BELLMAN'S 
equation of dynamic programming, comprising all conclusions resulting from it. This 
analysis helps us to find the normai natural functional of the system. B~LLMA~'S 
equation is an equation of partial derivatives, to avoid its solution we shall continue 
to use the system of ordinary differential equations, equivalent to it after PONTRJaOIN'S 
maximum principle. In order to analyze them let us go further to the following con- 
struction. In every moment of time t the network of metabolic processes wilt be 
determined by the concentrations of all the substances taking part in metabolism 
xi(t), xg(t) . . .  xn(t). If we consider these numbers as Cartesian coordinates in n- 
dimensional space, a determined point (vector) in it will correspond to every state of 
the network. Let us mark this n-dimensional space with X and let us denote it con- 
ventionally the "space of metabolism". In the course of time the state of metabolic 
processes will alter and the index which depicts it will trace a determined trajectory in 
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the space X. Let us suppose that in the moment To, the system is in its initial steady 
state in the point x(To). After applying a defined influence (of physical or chemical 
character) in the moment T the system will enter into its new stationary state x(T). 

Fig. 1 : Diagramm of four different trajectories 

The path of the system from index x(To) to index x(T) may vary at great length, 
according to trajectories 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively (Fig. 1). The questions arise, which 
among all possible pathways between the two points will be realized by the system, 
on what will it depend and how will it vary through the different influences applied 
to the system. 

THE METABOLIC NETWORK AS AN OPTIMAL SYSTEM 

We try to answer these questions in the following way. In the terminology of the 
theory of the optimum processes, equation (15) shows that the functional, which 
minimizes, is the general thermodynamic potential G (xl, x~ . . . . . . .  xn) of the system. 
Under changed conditions, compared with the conditions of the initiaI steady state 
of the system x(To), minimum holds at point x(T) - the new stationary of the system. 
The consequent stage of minimizing of the functional to its value at point x(T) deter- 
mines simply the way of the system between the points x(To) and x(T). In order to 
follow this process, it is necessary to know the system's differential equations from 
n-th order, describing the examined object and its controling parameters - k - whose 
change allows the functional of the system to minimize. Following the known kinetic 
peculiarities of the biochemical reactions, forming the network of the metabolic processes 
(PAssINSKY 1963), the system's equations of n-th order are formed through expression 
of the momentary changes of the concentrations of all metabolites taking part in the 
metabolism. The concentration xi(t) of the j-element in the network increases on 
account of all reactions for which xj(t) is the endproduct and decreases through all 
reactions for which xg(t) is an initial substrate, e. g. 
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dix i 
dt - Z k s i x ' ~ - x J Z k j ~ '  0 =  1 ,2 ,3  . . . .  n) (16) 

s p 

where ksi are the velocity constants of the reactions taking place from the s-th node 
to the j-th node, and kip are the velocity constants of the reactions taking place from 
the ]-th node to the p-th node. 

The number of the equations (16) will be equal to the number of the elements in 

the system. I f  the reactions take place in an opposite direction, we wilt have for d~xi 
dt  

dixj 
dt -- 22 k~#xp - -  x~ X kis (17) 

p s 
or generally for the node x i we get 

d.~9 
dt - ~y k#x~ + X kp~x~ - -  x i (27 kip + _>Y kis ) (18) 

s p s p 

We shall continue to work with equation (16) because the corrections (17), on 
account of the reversible reactions in a biochemical system, are insignificant. 

The controlling parameters in this case will again be the velocity constants ks i 
and kip or k~o if we denote with a general index the reactions s -+  j and j -+ p. They 
will basically depend on the activities and the concentrations of the enzymes catalyz- 
ing the reactions between the elements s and j or the reaction of the link 6. The activity 
of enzymes in the cell changes even if very small changes among the conditions of the 
medium take place. Large intermolecular complexes are released from their structural 
steady state and begin to deaggregate - new active centres arise, which are accessible 
for interactions. This is proved by the increased adsorption power of the proteins 
(DETCHEV 1959). In this way the activity of enzymes as well as equation (6) can be 
changed. To clarify the physical interpretations, we shall examine the simpler case in 
a controlled closed system (on page 123 the general case in an open system has been 
considered), e. g. 

d x j  dix i dexj 
dt dt hence d--~ = fj(t) = 0 

Let us introduce the k-dimensional space L whose co-ordinates are the k-control 
parameters of k~o(t). For each combination of given values of the parameters, a 
respective point (vector) k(t) in the space L exists. I t  follows from physical con- 
siderations that the control k(t) and its derivations are continous functions of time. 
The inequalities (6) determine in the space L a closed manifold K of points whose 
limits are fixed by the equations: kr/t3 (ko) = 0. The control k(t)  at every moment t 
must beIong to the closed set k of the space L. We shall call the control k(t)  belonging 

to K, i.e. k(t)  e K 

admissible, We shall discuss, together with the space L of the control, the already 
introduced n-dimensional phase space (xt, xz . . . . .  x~) of the concentrations of the 
substances participating in the metabolism. I f  the control k(t) and the initial con- 
ditions of the system x ° (x°l, x°~ . . . . .  x%) are given, then the trajectory x(t) in the 
space X is uniquely determined. In the further discussion we shall assume that no restric- 
tions are imposed on the final point of the trajectory x(t) in the phase space X,  i. e. 
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in the final state of the system, the vector x ( T )  can embrace all the space X. The 
system will have a free right-hand end of its trajectory. 

Let us introduce n-functions of time pl( t ) ,  p2(t) . . . . .  p~(t); they form the vector 
p(t)  = (pl( t ) ,  p2(t) . . . . .  p,,(t)) defined by the following differential equations: 

c~xs(xl, x2 . . . .  xn,; kl,  k2 . . . . . .  kk) 
:j = - -  22 Ps - -  c3x: (19) 

(j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) 

Let us introduce for each moment of time t the function'2: 

dx:(x, le) 
=-- Z pj  d t  (20) H ( x ( t ) ,  p( t) ,  k ( t ) )  j = 1 

which we shall treat as a scalar product of the vector p( t )  with the vector of the 
system's velocity ~(t). tn analogy to analytical mechanics the function H ( x ,  p, k )  is 
called Hamiltonian and the equations for xi( t ) ,  pi( t )  can be written as the canonical 
equations of HA~IILTON: 

d H  OH 
xJ = ~ ;  /~J c~xj 0 =  1,2 . . . .  n) (21) 

We shall say that the control k( t )  satisfies the conditions of the minimum if in every 
moment t ] To -< t ~ T] the function H ( x ,  p, k) in which x( t )  and p(t)  are the position 
and the impulse of the image point in a moment t respectively at control k( t )  is mini- 
mum, i. e. the function M(le( t ))  = H ( x ( k ) ,  p(k), k), which depends on le(t) only, reaches 
an absolute minimum in the multitude K if the values of the variables equal the values 
of the control at the same time. 

The maximum (minimum) principle of PONTI~JAClN wilt read thus: a control k( t )  
will be minimum - (optimum) according to the functional S composed by the lineal 
combination of the phase co-ordinates x~(t) ] S = Z c jx j (T)  ] when the control k( t )  

) 
satisfies the minimum conditions; in this definition we have put p( t )  = c (RosoNoEl< 
1961). Thus the optimum control k( t )  is chosen in every moment to minimize the func- 
tion H ( x ,  p, k) or to minimize the scalar product of the vectors pj( t)  and 2j(t). 

The Hamiltonian in our system will be: 

H = pl( t )21(t)  + p~(t)d:2(t) + p~(t)2a(t) + . . . .  

. . . . . .  + p,,(t)2~(t) (22) 

substituting equation (16) in (22) we receive: 

H ~-pl(I:)(~sl ~slXs-X1 lO~'ll /glP) ~- p2(t) (.$~2 ks2Xs--X2 ~292 k.gp) -}- .... 

or we can transform: 

H = ((PI - -  p~)xlkI2 + (Pl - -  pa)xlkia + . .  - -  (Po~ - -  Pa)xqkqO (23) 

2 In general, H may depend directly on time, but this does not change essentially the 
relations received (PONTRJAGIN et al. 1961, ROSONOER 1961). 
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From equation (15) and from the connection of PONTIqAOIN'S maximum principle 
with BELLMAN'S method of dynamic programming, two interesting conclusions can 
be drawn: I 5G 

[ = re(T) i) ;s(~)  = ~ , p, T 

i. e. that the chemical potentials of the metabolites, taking part  in the metabolism are 
"impulses" of the controlled system and 

~G n d x j  
ii) cSt - -  H ( x , p , k )  = Z p~ 

i = l  

i. e. that the Hamiltonian of the system is the momentary dissipation of the free 
energy. 

We should, substituting the chemical potentials for the "impulses" in equation 
(23), come to a second conclusion; really, 

H = ((/Zl-/z2)xlkt:~ q- (~¢1-/~3)xlk13 + . . . . .  

. . . .  - -  (~tq - -  #~)xqk~0 (24) 

but, #1 - -  #2 = AI: the chemical affinity for the course of the first reaction (stoichio- 
metric coefficients assumed as "one"). 
#1 - - / z a  = As: the chemical affinity for the course of the second reaction 

/zq - - p z  = Ak: the chemical affinity of the k-reaction 
x l k l~  = v l :  the velocity of the first reaction 
xik13 = v.2: the velocity of the second reaction 

xqkq~ = vk:  the velocity of the k-reaction. 
For H we get: k 

H = ( A l v l  + Ao.v~ + . . . . .  - -  A # v k )  = Z A o v  0 (25) 

which is another confirmation that the Hamiltonian of our system is the dissipation of 
free energy. 

Let us write again the equation (16) in a more expanded form, keeping in mind 
that a part  of the coefficients kq~ in the several equations are zero but we write them 
for the sake of symmetry. 

dx_A = 
d t  kllxt -I- k12x 2 + . . . .  klnxn 

dx_A2 = 
dt k21xl + k22x2 + . . . .  k2~x~ (26) 

dxn 
d r =  k , a x l  + le,~x~ + . . . . . . .  k ~ x n  

The system (26) can be put in a vector-matrix form as: 

d x  
d-7= ~(t) = Ax  (27) 
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where the elements of the matrix A are the velocity constants participating in (26): 

kll k12 . . . . .  kin 

kel k~  . . . . .  k2~ 
A = (27) 

knl kna . . . . .  knn 

For the equations of the impulse, hawing in mind (19), (21) and differentiating 
(22) in x~ we reveice: 

dpl 
dt 

dp~ 
dt 

dpn 
dt 

or in vector-matrix form: 

dp 
dt 

where -ti is the transponed 
and (27). 

- - - - =  kllp:t + k21pe + . . .  + k~lpn 

kl2Pl + ke.2pe -F . . .  + k,~p,~ 

klnPl + k.~p~ + . . . .  + knnp,~ 

(29) 

- -  ~ ( t )  = - -  A p  ( 3 0 )  

matrix A (28) which takes part in the equations (26) 

EQUATIONS WHICH DESCRIBE METABOLISM AS 
SELF-REGULATORY SYSTEM 

Suppose that the system has been at the point x(To). Through an influence from 
outside the network of the metabolic processes is disturbed and begins immediately to 
organize itself according to equation (15) until it reaches the new point x(T).  The 
course of the system between these two points will simply be given by the following 
unified system of equations: 

dx 
d--[ = A x  x ° = x°(x°l, x°~ . . . . .  x°,~) (31a) 

equations expressing the kinetics of the biochemical reactions 

dp 
dt - Ap  pO = pO(pOl, pO 2 . . . . . .  pOrt) (31b) 

equations expressing the energetics of the biochemical reactions, received as a result of 
this investigation (at t = T) and finally (31c) 
equations minimizing the Hamiltonian function H(x( t ) ,  p(t), k(t)), which unites the 
kinetics, the energetics as well as the control of our system. 

From (31c) in the general case, by using the maximum principle we can receive 
for every k = k(x,  p), which, substituted in (31a) and (31b), gives a system of 2n 
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differential equations with 2n unknown functions xl(t), x2(t) . .  xn(t); pl(t), p2(t) . . .  
pr~(t). The solutions of this system at proper initial conditions wiIl determine the tra- 
jectory of the system in the space of the metabolism X and the development of the 
impulse p(t). Knowing x(t) and p(t) we receive at every moment the control of the 
system k = k(x(t), p(t)) = k(t). 

Let us first take the simplest case when no dependences occur between our para- 
meters and equation (6) falls into separate inequalities for the parameters k~j and kip 
of the type: 

I k,Jl -< M,j, I kj~, I <- Mjp (32) 

The members of the Hamiltonian H(x, p, k) of equation (23) fall into two groups 
with different signs. From the theorem of the maximum (minimum) it follows that in 
every moment H must be minimum (p. 119). From the true &aracter of the HamiI- 
tonian, it is obvious that this can be realized at the expense of the decrease of the 
members of the first group (p. 115) and of the incessant increase of the members of the 
other group which corresponds to the increase of the conjugated reactions, i. e. the 
process of organization of the system (p. 116). Thus the theorem of the maximum (mini- 
mum) leads ba& to the thermodynamic premises at the basis of the present discussion. 

Let at a given moment some of the constants k d become zero. At the same 
moment the matrix • changes immediately because one of the elements forming it 
becomes zero. This consequently changes the system of linear differential equations 
(29), (30), the solution of whi& gives the development of the impulses in time. There- 
fore the new solutions of equations (29) and (30) will be defined already by the new 
matrix A and the initial conditions, which will be the final values of the impulses 
received as solutions of the former system of equations at the moment of the "jump", 
i. e. at the moment of the change of the matrix A or at the moment of the disappear- 
ance of k d. Thus we shall receive new developments of the impulses p~(t) in time. At 
a moment t two of them, e. g. the ~ and the r-ones - pq(t) and p~(t) - can become 
equal and then the reaction of this line will cease, the respective velocity constant will 
become zero, the matrix A will change again, a "jump" wilt occur again, etc. Natur- 
ally, the matrix A which takes part in the equations defining the momentous con- 
centrations of the metabolites xj(t) (26) will &ange analogically determining their 
development in time. In the same way the conjugate reactions will develop, increasing 
instead of decreasing in the course of time. Thus the network of the metabolic pro- 
cesses will self-organize itself and its real development in time will be determined by 
the united system of equations (31). 

In the living systems the maximum organization is reached due to feedba&s. In 
this case not all equations (6) dissipate into inequalities of the type (32), but a part 
of them, let us say I relations, represents the feedba&s existing between the r veiocity 
constants in an implicit form. If all the velocity constants are as many as the reactions, 
i. e. k then the independent control parameters will be k - -  l, and we shall receive for 
k - -  r velocity constants (those both independent and taking no part in the relations l) 
the known result: 

I kOt = [kii I = Mi~sign ( P i -  Pi) 
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For the other r - -  I independent parameters the equations of the type (33) will deter- 
mine k(t) as functions of x and p, i. e. k = k(x,  p). 

dH 
6~k -- 0 (33) 

Thus in the cases when feedbacks in the system occur, the dependences (together with 
the respective initial conditions), whi& will determine the development, self-control 
and self-regulation of the network of the metabolic processes are the following: 

dx 
a. dt 

b. dp 
dt  

OH 
c. cSk 

d.  ~ i3 

e. I ko  

- -  A x  x o = x O ( x O ,  x o . . . .  ~ o )  

A p pO = pO(pOl, pO 2 . . . .  f in) 

-- 0 r - -  1 dependences (34) 

(k0) = 0 l dependences 

] = ] kij ] ~< Mqsign (Pi - -  Pj) k - -  r dependences 

After having considered the situation in a closed system, let us find how equations 
(31) would be in an open system. For the change of the reacting substances in the 
open system we can write: 

dx dix dexi __ 
dt  - dt + d t  - -  Z k~sx~-- x~ Z k i p +  fi(t) (35) 

s p 

( ) -  1 ,2 ,3  . . . .  n) 

where fl(t), f~(t) . . . f,~(t) characterize the exchange with the surrounding medium per 
unit of time, or in a vector-matrix form 

dx  
d~ = Ax  + ](t) (36) 

Recalling equation (22) for the Hamiltonian of the system, we receive 

pl 

+ p2(t) ( ~  ks,2xs--x~ 22 k ~  + f2( t ) )  + . . .  
p2 

• . .  + p n ( t ) ( ~  ks,zXs--X,~ 5~" k~zp-+-fn(t)) + (37, 
pn 

= (Pl - -  P~) xlkl2 q- (Pl - -  P3) xlkl.~ + . . .  - -  (pq - -  Pl) xakq~ + 

+ pl(t) fl(t) + p2(t) f2(t) + . . .  + pn(t) fn(t) 

In this case H depends not only on x, p, k but also on the time t (see footnote 1 on 
page 119). 
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When minimizing the Hamiltonian with respect to k0, then it does not depend 
on the time t, and we receive again the well known result from the equations (34c). 

The Hamiltonian equation (37) is zero in the steady state 

H ( x , p ,  k, T) = 0 (38) 

and together with the other equations we receive an equation, from which we can 
determine the time T, at which the system reaches its steady state. 

Treating this case we have the following system of equations: 

dx  
a. d~t = A x  + f( t )  x ° = x ° (X°l, x°2 . . . .  x%) 

b. dp dt  - X p  pO = pO (pOl, po 2 . . . .  p%~) 

6H 
c. dk - 0 (39) 

d. H (x(T), p(T), k(T), T) = 0 

From the investigations carried out in this paper we see, that taking into 
account the peculiarities of the biological objects, we have obtained the system of 
equations (39), which describes both the self-regulation of metabolism and the distri- 
bution of energetic flows in the cell. 

SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

By analyzing equations (29) and (31), the following conclusions can be drawn: 
In the space of metabolism the initial state is given by x(T0); the course of meta- 
bolism corresponds to the trajectory described by the system from point x(To) to 
x( t ) ,  the distance between the two depending mainly on the intensity of the acting 
factor. With very weak intensity the system compensates the changes due to the 
dynamical stability of the stationary state: ] x( t )  - -  x(To) I -~ O. With increasing inten- 
sity of the factor, completely reversible injuries occur and a~er cessation of the 
influence the network of metabolic processes return to the initial stationary state: 
IX(t)- x(T0) ] ~ Rirrit~tion. With increasing intensity and duration of the influence 
the zone of stimulation and reversible injury is reached: I x(t)  - -  x(To) I < Rstimul~tion, 
then the zone of irreversible injury: I x ( t ) - - x ( T o ) l  G Rinj,,.v and finally death: 
Ix(t)- x(7'0) ] > Rinj.ry. Thus zones (regions) of irritation, stimulation and injury 
appear with the corresponding radii (R), which depend upon the network of meta- 
bolic processes. The more intense the flow of metabolic processes, the more difficult 
to perform is its disorganization. The process of disorganization can easily be pursued 
in that the primary damage (element of the network) is still specific for an influencing 
factor, but if this brings about an ever expanding disorganization, it becomes less 
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dependent on the specific properties of the factor and principally dependent on the 
genetically determined possibilities of the entire network. The process of disorgan- 
ization (i. e. perpetual increase of the Hamiltonian) is counteracted by an opposite 
process (i. e. minimizing Hamiltonian), namely an organization resultant from regu- 
lation and feedback. 

The concept developed briefly here has been experimentally checked with rice- 
plants cultured on a thermogradient; growth vs. temperature-curve revealed an 
optimum; this indeed is enlarged in plants whose seedlings have been previously 
injured through treatment with tannin. Marked differences exist now in the amount 
of endoxidases between the untreated plants (at their temperature optimum) and the 
tannin-treated plants in the range of their optimum. This means that under the 
influence of the one and same compound i. e. tannin, two different enzyme appa- 
ratuses have been formed, obviously as result of autoregutation. The figures demon- 
strating these findings have been omitted from the paper. They will be published 
elsewhere. 

SUMMARY 

1. Metabolism is considered as a harmonious system of reactions rigidly organized in 
space and coordinated in time possessing properties characteristic of it as a whole 
but not specific for any single reaction. 

2. An optimum of energetic flows of metabolic processes has been postulated. The 
network of metabolic processes is directed to it in such a way that the result 
provides a minimum dissipation of free energy in the system. 

3. The treatment of this question is based upon the thermodynamics of irreversible 
processes in open systems and the mathematics of the dynamic programming after 
BELLMAN and of PONTRJA~IN'S maximum principle. 

4. The thermodynamic expression of the optimum to which the metabolism in a 
normally developed cell endeavours is derived. 

5. A system of differential equations is formed, which reflects: (a) the formal kinetics 
of the biochemical reactions, (b) the energetics of the biochemical reactions, (c) the 
connection between the kinetics, the energetics and the control respectively of the 
system. 

6. From the equations received the controls of the system, i. e. the activities of the 
enzymes, as well as of the concentrations of the participating metabolites, can be 
defined as functions of time. 

7. In the interpretation of the above items, an attempt was made to extend the 
conventional thermodynamics of the irreversible processes so that it could include 
a regulatable physico-chemical system. 

8. By introduction of several regions into the space of metabolism corresponding to 
different kinds of reactions, such as irritation, stimulation, injury and death, the 
different behaviour of the metabolic reactions with respect to the acting factor 
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can be clearly demonstrated. Competion represents the motive power of the auto- 
regulation, whereas the system of feedbacks is the apparatus of realization. Thus 
for given conditions the optimum organization can be reached. 
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Discussion f o l l o w i n g  the paper  by  DETCHEV & MOSKONA 

B~ANSON:I have a small difficulty with your equation. If you write: 

dp~ - X p i  
dt 

- -  , then 

d x i  

dt -- Axi  

dxi 
and Pi = mi ~ [  

d~xi dxi 
- -  A - -  

dt ~ dt 
dpi d2xi dxi and - Api  

rni dt ~ - An d ~  dt 

so A = _K. That is carrying through the mechanical analogy. 

DETC~EV: Die Funktionen H und Pi, die in der Theorie der optimalen Regulierung eingefiihrt 
werden, werden nur in Analogie mit der kIassischen Mechanik ,,Hamiltonian" und , Im-  
pulse" genannt. Aus diesem Grund ist der yon Dr. BRANSON angedeutete Gedankengang un- 
zul~issig, um so mehr als sogar der Begriff ,,Masse" (mi) in der Theorie der optimalen Systeme 
nicht definiert ist. 

HEINMETS: It can be questioned whether thermodynamic equations derived for solutions can 
be applied directly to cellular mediums containing density variations, interphases and aggre- 
gates. 

DrTCUEV: In den von uns angewandten Gleichungen steckt die Homogenit~it der Objekte 
weder in offenbarer, noch in versteckter Form; es ist die Kinetik, die bei der Betrachtung ~ihn- 
licher Probleme allgemein angewandt wird. 

St3CITA: Is the maximum principle or the principle of minimum production of entropy of a 
thermodynamical nature or of a biological nature? There are oscillation phenomena. What 
might be the relation between the steady state consideration and the oscillation kinetics? 
Ordinary theory of irreversible processes is rather restricted, because only small deviation 
from equilibrium is considered or linear expansion is its foundation. Is there any consideration 
on this in using thermodynamical theory? 

DETCnEV: Das Prinzip der minimalen Entropieproduktion ist in unserer Arbeit rein biologi- 
scher Natur. Bei dem hier angewandten Vorgehen wird das Verh~iltnis der Osziliationen zu dem 
station~iren Zustand yon dem Verh~ilmis der konkreten Werte der Koeffizienten bei Diffe- 
rentialgleichungen abh~ingen, so daft es im Augenblick schwer ist, im voraus dariiber etwas zu 
sagen. Bei unseren Betrachtungen wird die starke Nichtlinearit~ir der biologischen Objekte in 
Betracht gezogen. Gerade diese Tatsache hatte das Einfiihren einiger Elemente einer Thermo- 
dynamik geregelter irreversibler Prozesse zur Folge. 

Bankzs: Haben Sie die Einwirkung yon niederen Temperaturen anstatt des Tannins auch 
untersucht? 

DETCHEV: Wir haben auch mit tieferen Temperaturen gearbeitet, aber ein Einfrieren nicht zu- 
gelassen - uns kames nur auf eine St/Srung des Stoffwe&sels an. 

SCHARF: Die temperaturabhS.ngige Wachstumsfunktion, die Herr DETc~rv zeigte, diirt~e in 
der vorliegenden Form nut f~.ir Pflanzen gelten. Bei Tieren fS.11t der rechte S&enkel wesentli& 
steiler ab, da zum Beispiel yon Ratten h6here Temperaturen gew/Shnlich schlecht vertragen 
werden. 

DETCHEV: Unsere Theorie wurde auf pflanzlichem Experimentalmaterial ausgearbeitet. Die 
Grundlagen dtirt~en aber auch f~ir tierische Organismen giiltig sein. 

LocxER: I& kann mich nicht mit dem Gedanken befreunden, dag die yon Ihnen kurz erw~ihn- 
ten Experimente eine Best~itigung Ihrer theoretischen 121berlegungen sein sollten. Kurven, wie 
die yon Ihnen gezeigten, lassen sich auf jeden Fall au& anders interpretieren und yon einem 
giinzlich anderen Enzymbestand kann man bei den rein quantitativen Unterschieden, um die es 
si& hier blog handelt, au& nicht spre&en. Die einzige exakte MSgli&keit, eine komplizierte 
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Theorie, wie sie die Theorie des Dynamischen Programmierens nach BELLMAN und das PONTR- 
JAGINsche Maximal-Prinzip darstellen, in ihrer Anwendung auf biologische PhS.nomene zu 
rechrfertigen, also zu ,beweisen", besteht darin, ein Modell zu bauen, das die durch die 
Theorie gegebenen Voraussagen erfiillt. Eine direkte Verifizlerung, wie sie sich bei der so niitz- 
lichen Anwendung der BELLMANschen Theorie auf Probleme der Raumschiffahrt ergibt, ist im 
biologischen Bereich nicht m~Sglich. Wenn wir daran denken, daf~ die Theorie des Dynamischen 
Programmierens die L&ung yon Problemen der Variationsrechnung erm~Sglicht, die ohne sie 
auch mit den schnellsten und gr/5t~ten Computern nicht gel&t werden k/Snnen, dr~ingt sich der 
Gedanke auf, sie selbst zur Grundlage yon Computer-Experimenten zu nehmen, also genau 
den Weg zu beschreiten, den Dr. I-IEINMETS, wenn auch yon ganz anderen theoretischen Vor- 
aussetzungen aus, geht. - Im ilbrigen erscheint mir die Beschreibung der zellul~ren Auto- 
regulation auf der Grundlage neuer mathematischer Verfahren, die bisher aul~erhalb der Tech- 
nik meines Wissens noch sehr selten Anwendung fanden, sehr begrlil~enswert. 

MARMASSE: It must be pointed out that one has to be cautious in the interpretation in the con- 
test of Dr. DETCHEV'S theory with respect to redox measurements because: several steps can 
sometimes be observed. 

DETC~EV: Die Messung des Redox-Potentials bietet gegeni~ber photometrischen Messungen den 
Vorteil, integrale Werte/.iber den Zustand der Zelle zu liefern. 


